Participating States by Phase

Phase I (tan)  Phase III (green)  Phase V (red)  Phase II (blue)  Phase IV (yellow)

(States that participated in more than one phase are coded for the phase in which their preservation microfilming was completed, with the exception of Phase V for which all participants are included.)
Phase I: bibliography and microfilming: Alabama, New York, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin
bibliography: California, Connecticut, Florida, Nebraska, and Texas

Phase II: microfilming: California, Florida, Nebraska, and Texas,
bibliography and microfilming: Hawaii and Montana
bibliography: Arizona, Arkansas, Iowa, and Minnesota

Phase III: microfilming: Arkansas, Iowa, and Minnesota
bibliography and microfilming: Kansas, New Mexico, and North Dakota
bibliography: Michigan and North Carolina

Phase IV: microfilming: Michigan and North Carolina
bibliography: Georgia, Illinois, and Ohio

Phase V: microfilming: Georgia, Illinois, and Ohio
bibliography: Colorado, Maryland, Oklahoma, and Washington